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Timothy A. Hill
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The exploration of the role of the leader in small groups has

bean central to the bulk of research on group phenomena.
1 Further,

the process of group decision- making has =±lso recently come to the fore

as a principal in4erest of research.
2

The illuminative research, however,

on leadership behavior as it relates to decision--;eking has been scarce.

Of the four general methodological approaches to leadership re-

search (tr_ tylisticl sit_tional and functional the first two

have generally been unfruitful in relating leadership to outcomes.

gdiil (190), in his review of trrtit research, outlined five major

areas of "successful" leadership traits that received partial --port:

capacity, achievement, res onsibility, participation, and status.
3

A

successful leachr, however, as interpreted in trait -_ search, is one who

successfully wivJvg.es

that distinguish him fr

position of leadership, and thus possesses traits

a non leader, r one who does not rise to a p.ss

ition of leadership. Hence, leadership traits were not effectively related

to group outcomes.

Stylistic leadership research has also failed to yield many sig-

nIn111Ai0 s Mon the effects .f 1_dership style on de ision-

m- ing. For example, White and Lippett (1960) found a democratic leader

to be the "best" style of leader, not in terms of consensus, but in terms

f group oehasiveness

avior

her satisfaction ilith group activities, and in-

oxhi.bited by the subjocts.4
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Some of the research growing out of the situational approach has

come closer to dealing directly with leader ship and group outcomes. Kor-

ten (1962) found that an authoritarian leader is best when group goals

demand more attention than individual goals and when situational factors

obstruct goal achievement; when individual goals demand more attention

than group goals and when situational factors do not inhibit goal achieve-

ment, the democratic leader will be superior.5 Fiedler (1968) demonstrated

that (1) the effectiveness of a group is contingent on the approoriateness

of the leader' style to the specific situation in which he operates, and

(2) the typH of leadership style that will be most effective depends upon

the degree to which the grcup situation allows the leader to exert

6once. Preston and Heintz (1949) found that psychologically distant leaders

are more effective with task-oriented groups and psychologically close

leaders are more effective with group-oriented tasks. 7

The research centering around the situational conceptual framework

has been significant in that it has shown the dependence of leadership

effectiveness on situational variables, but the conclusions about specific

kinds of behavior that leaders should perform to aid in the group decision-

making process is not nearly as clear. The definitions of authoritarian

or psychologically distant leaders, carryovers from the more stylistic

and even trait-oriented approaches to leadership research, can hardly be

said to be very explicit in behavioral terms.

The fourth and, according to some,
8

the most ruitAll direction

for small group research is the functional approach.9 Gouran (1968) found.

that "successful" groups produce statements which are less opinionated,

more informative, more provocative, more objective, and more goal oriented

10than xre statements which occur in less successful disc mons. Knutson



(1970) e7perimentally manipulated orientation behavior and found that

groups which contained confederates exhibiting behavior high in orienta-

tion came closer to consensus (total agreement on the policy decided)

than groups containing neutral orientation or negative orientation con-

12federat- Russell (1970), in dealing directly with the leadership

phenomenon, found that leaders who maintain their leadership statusare

generally less opinionated and elicit more expressions of support than

12leaders who fail to maintain their leadership status. Lumsden (1972)

made three significant findings of note: (1) leaders who manifest sig-

nificant amounts of agreement behavior elicit expressions of support mom

often than leaders who exhibit low agreement behavior, (2) groups with

leaders who exprecs agreement move further toward consensus than groups

whose leaders express little or no agreement, and (3) high agreement lead-

ers are perceived as being more objective than neutral or low agreement

leaders. Her findings of the relation of high agreement leadership be-

havior to leadership maintenance were inconclusive, however. 13

The most instructive background research to the following study

seems to be the Gouran, Knutson, Russell, and Lumsden studies. Gouran's

exploratory research indicated that behavior high in orientation, low in

opinionatedness, high objectivity, and high in informativeness contrib-

uted to achievement of consensus. Knutson's experimental study gave sup-

port to the variable of orientation behavior as being essential to group

consensus. Russell's exploratory research indicated that high agreement

and low opinionated leadership behavior were consistently related to lead-

ership maintenance, and L msden's experimental study gave some support for

high agreement behavior as facilitating

sions of the leader.

en us and influencing impres-



On the basis of previous research, there is j stification in assum-

ing that the variable of opinionatedness plays a major role in decision-

making groups. The present study proposed to investigate the variable of

opinionatedness, specifically as exhibited by group leaders, and its rela-

tionship to (1) achievement of consensus, ( ) leadership maintenance,

(3) perceptions of the leader's credibility, and (4) member satisfaction

with the group process.

IETFOD

Independent Variable

The independent variable in this study w opinionatedness. The

definition was the same as the one originally used by Gouran; that is,

"a statement is said to be opinionated if it reflects a feeling, belief,

or judgment, the factual basis of which is not apparent in the statement

itself."14 In his study, Russell exemplified degrees of opinionatedness

15
in the following manner:-

Opinionated statement:

Moderately opiniona d s

Uropinionited statement:

"No man, that's just the fault
of the radicals on campus."

"The rallies testify to the dis-
satisfaction of the majority of
the students."

"It's like Pyrum Carter said,
this University must satisfy the
needs of the majority of the
students."

These three levels of minionatedness were chosen to be the three conditions

of the independent variable for this study.

Dependent Variables

The dependent variable of primary interest in this study was cons

sensus. Gouran's investigation indicated that there was a positive rela-

tionship between general group statements of unopinionatedness and consen-
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sus groups. In his subsequent study, Russell observed unopinionated

statements spoken specifically by group leaders as being crucial in the

u,,,ration of decision-making groups, although he did not draw conclusions

about the relationship of opinionated leadership behavior to consensus.

Thus it was hypothesized that groups having unopinionated statements de-

liberately injected into their discussions by the leaders would come

closer to consensus than their counterparts with moderately opinionated

or opinionated leaders.

Consensus, as it was onerationally defined, was the degree of

sonal agreement of all

ultimately chosen by the gr

hers in a task-oriented group over a policy

as a whole. After each group discussion,

the leader was asked to articulate the decision made by the group. Each

of the group members was then asked to rate, on a scale from one to seven,

hivr own agreement with the group policy. A total consensus group, there-

fore, W-2.'! one in which all group members rated the group policy as their

own personal choice (i.e., everyone would be marking the seventh point

on the scale: "I absolutely, co --)letely agree with the group decision").

The second dependent variable was leadership maintenance. Russell

found that his high maintenance leaders were generally less opinionated

than their low maintenance counterparts on the basis of ratings of a ran-

dom s,Imole of the leaders' statements made by independent judges. There-

fore there was a basis for predicting that grog leaders who are intention-

ally nnopinionated will maintain their lea lersbin status more efl'ectively

than leaders who do not manifest that kind of communication behavior.

Leadership maintenance was operationally defined as the rank given to the

leader by the other members, based on their perceptions of the relative

amount of influence exerted. Each discussant was asked to rank order

everybody in the group according to influence over the total group pro-
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cess, and thus it was possible to comnare the rankings = the leaders

across all conditions of the indenenlent variable.

The third dependent variable was leader's credibility, or member

impressions of the leader. Intuitively, it would seem that being credible

Would be essential to a leader's ability to lead. if oninionatednesswere

indeed a crucial factor in a group's reaching consensus or in a leader's

maintenance of his status, there should be differences as well in the mere

bets' ratings of their leader's credibility according to what level of opjn-

ionatedness was being exhibited. Therefore, it was hypothesized that =-

opinionated leaders would create a social climate characterized by higher

credibility ratings than the moderately opinionated or opinionated leaders.

The instrument employed in the measurement of this dependent variable was

a set of four seven-point scales, each testing one of whitehead's four fac-

tors of edibility: objectivity, dyna ism, trustlorthines.s, and coffin

The final dependent variable was member satisfaction with the moup

process. As Gouran states: "If the ability of an individual to con Bute

meaningfully to a group effort depends on his satisfaction with the pup's

Previous decision, which e7Terience would indicate is the case, then we

must learn what maximizes such feeling s, "17 Discussants were asked to

rate on seven-point scales their level of satisfacti ©n with the process

of the group ("How satisfied sere you with the way your group went about

reaching a decision?"). It was believed that unopinionatedness would be

successfully related to a high level of member satisfaction.

Tonic

The topic chosen for the discussion groups was the following:

"Should the faculty and students of Indiana Universi y issue a joint, pub-

lie statement condemning the Vietnam mr and calling for an immediate

16
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withdrawal of all American troom?" Pretesting indicated that from a list

of potential topics of interest to college students this particular one

was of moderate interest value (i.e., neither too boring nor too emotion-

18ally stimulating and ego-involving) and contained a wide range of opinions.

General Procedure

Subjects were 1)49 students. chosen from the beginning speech classes

at Indiana University.
19

They were assigned to participate in one of the

30 discussion groups. The subjects were scheduled so that no two people

from the same class would be in the same group and, theoretically, everyone

would be unacquainted. As the discussants entered their assigned rooms,

they were seated around a table on which a tape recorder microphone had

been placed. At each Place around the table there was a copy of a sheet

of instructions which informed the participants of what the discussion

topic as to be. It also suggested an agenda for reaching a decision,

presented Po information on "The War" and on "College Statements on the

War,'' and outlined four possible policies upon which the group could de-

cide.

Aflmr the rooms had filled with the appointed number of participants,

and after everyone had been given a chance to read the instructions, the

investigator entered and recorded the names of those who were present for

the benefit of the speech instructors.20 He then briefly repeated the

information on the instruction sheet and an ered questions, explaining

that the purpose of the discussion ryas to determine student opinion on

the topic and that the group must arrive at one of the policies or form-

ulate one of their aim that would be agreeable to everyone. One member

of the group was "randomly" selected as leader to hello direct the group

toward reaching the decision. The investigator then' instructed the group
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to begin, he turned on the tape recorder and left the room, and at the

end of thirty minutes he returned to turn off the tape recorder and to

administer the post-discussion questionnaire.

The data items gathered from the questionnaire were the following:

a measure of consensus (the group leader was asked to voice the decision

of the group at the end of the discussion and the members indicated their

level of e ment with that decision a measure of leadership maintenance

(each group member ranked every other member including themselves accord-

ing to amount of influence exerted over the group process), a measure of

leader credibility (each member filled in seven-point scales of the four

dimensions of credibility), and a measure of member satisfaction with the

group process (each member filled in a seven-noint scale of this variable).

The purpose of the ',ape recorder was to record statements of the leader

for a later analysiE by independent judges of the degree of opinionated-

ness exhibited in these statements.

The manipulation of the independent variable was accomplished by

the leader in each of the group discussions. Rather than merely being

"randomly" chosen, as the naive group members were led to believe, this

person had already been told the purposes of the experiment and had al-

ready gone through several training sessions to prepare him or her to

be an opinionated leader, a moderately opinionated leader, and an opin-

ionated leader. There were five of these confederate leaders, two =ler-

graduate females, one undergraduate male, and two male graduate students,

each of Whom had had some form previous course instruction in small

group communication. Each confederate was required to conduct a total

of six discussions, two as an opinionated leader, two as a moderately

opinionated leader, and two as an unopinionated lead- .

21
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As part of their training to be able to exhibit these conditions

of opinionatedness, the confederates were given instruction concerning

22
the definition and nature of opinionated and unoninionated statements,

together with a booklet of factual information ta n from recent newspErs

and magazines on the subject of the Vietnam war and college statements

condemning the Vietnam war. It was pointed out to the confederates that

such factual information, when ores=nted in a discussion with its docuren-

tation, could qualify as being vary unopinionated) while, with few minor

changes and the addition of personal judgment roferences, it could be

made to sound highly opinionated. It was also explained to the confeder-

that these items of factual information did nob have to be memorized.

It was permissable for them to present these items in a highly paraphrased

or altered form so long they were conforming to the correct format of

the level of opinionatedness desired in that particular discussion. In

addition, they were encouraged to use every opportunity they had in the

discussion to exhibit this kind of behave. Even in cases where they felt

a statement of group orientation, agreement, or reinforcing of goup co-

hesiveness vras called for, they were asked to try also to present infor-

mation at the same time so that their particular condition of opinionated-

ness could be maintained. Finally, the confederates were asked to advo-

cate the most radical position of the four while they were being opinion-

ated (since a leader who happened to be highly opinionated for two oppos-

ing sides of an argument would hardly be realistic) and to include a sam-

pling of differing views during the unopiniona ed condition (although an

exactly equal representation of all sides was not necessary). Even though

the leader had been advocating one position throughout, however, he was

instructed to voice the actual group decision at the end of the discussion

rather than his position.
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RESULTS

The Check of the Independent Variable

Five leader statements were randomly chosen from the tapes of

each of he discussions. These transcribed statements were then sub-

mitted to five judges to be rated according to the variable of opin-

23
ionatedness. This served as an independent check of the manipula-

tion of leadership opinionatedness and a verification that the confed-

erates were indeed exhibiting three cifferent-levels of that kind of

behavior. The reliability coefficient, a measure of the relative agree-

ment of the judgesT ratings, was computed by the infra -class correlation

procedure. This statistic was found to be .8216 (p v'.005). A simple

analysis of variance of the three conditions was run to determine diff-

erenc s in the judges' ratings of the statements. In the computing of

this analysis of variance, all judges' ratings were summed for each state-.

ment being rated. The means for the combined ratings and the analysis of

variance table can be found in Tables 1 and 2. Significant differences

were found among all onditimns of the leader statements, and the diff

erences were arranged in the expected order of magnitude. The high re-

liability of the judges' ratings, together with the differences they

ceived in the inde ndent variable, supnort the correct exhibition of the

leaders' exoected behavior in the groups.

The Dependent Variables

A simple analysis of variance was conducted for each of the dependent

variables. These results can be seen in Tables 3-9. Significant F ratios ire found

for the consensus measr e, for two reammNx3of the weclihntty variab competence and

objectivity, andmattnalWor the creendlity variable, trustworthiness. The follow-

ap anal was made using the Newman -Keels procedure for coinpari son of means.

The fimEngp of significance from these comparisons are found in Tables 10-13.
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The results of the analysis of the relationship between leadership

opinionatedness and consensus showed that groups whose leaders exhibited

unopinionated behavior moved closer toward total consensus than those groups

whose leaders were behaving in an opinionated manner. Also moderately opin-

ionated leadership groups came closer to consensus than the opinionated con-

dition groups. There was a marginal difference .10 p>.05) in the third

comparison of this dependent variable, with moderately opinionated groups

tending to score higher on consensus measures than the unopinionated groups.

The differences found on the measures of trustworthiness were also

in the marginal range (below the .10 level) and showed a tendency for the

unopinionated leaders to be rated more trustworthy than either the opin-

ionated or moderately opinionated leaders.

Unopinionated leaders were rated as being significantly more compe-

tent (experienced, having a professional manner) than were the opinionated

leaders. Again a marginal difference appeared between the opinionated and

moderately opinionated conditions, with the latter appearing to score higher.

Unopinionated leaders were rated by their group members as being

significantly more objective (fair, open-minded) than the opinionated

leaders; moderately oninionated leaders were also rated higher on the

measure o.f objectivity than the opinionated leaders:

DISCUSS TON

The findings reported above tend to suonort the general notion

that opinionated 10 dership behavior has certain critical effects upon the

process and outcomes of small policy-making groups. In every case where

there was a significant difference involving opinionated conditions, they

were rated consistently lower than the groups of the less opinionated
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leaders being compared to them. These differences showed up in the measums

of consensus, the members' perceptions of their leaders' objectivity and

competence, and marginally in the members' perceptions of their leaders'

trustworthiness. Thus the original prescriptive tone of the predictions

of this study would have to be altered. There is only partial support that

unopinionated leadership behavior is superior, but there seems to be much

stronger support that opinionated leadership behavior is inferior, at -least

in terms of consensus and some member impressions of leader credibility.

Both unopinionated and moderately opinionated leadership condi-

tions apparently came closer to consensus than the opinionated conditions,

but the surprising finding here was the last comparison which showed a

tendency for the moderately opinionated groups to be coming closer to con-

sensus than the unopinionated groups.
24

The basis for the difference here

may lie in the role of orientation played by the different leaders. The

opinionated leaders, because of their dogmatism and general refusal to

give evidence for any statement they made, may have helped create a hostile

climate in which the orientation to the final goal of the group was ham-

pered. The moderately opinionated leaders may have appeared to their

group members to be more nondirective and a more relaxed climate may have

been fostered where orientation was facilitated. The knowledgeable un

opinionated leaders, n turn, may have appeared to be such a rarity in

an otherwise unrehearsed college discussion that they distracted the group

from being totally oriented to the goal and scoring higher on the consen-

sus measure. In listening to the tapes of the discussions, the investi-

gator in fact noticed characteristics in some of the groups of the opin-

ionated leadership condition which, in his judgment, were indications of

an increased level of tension and hostility among the group members.
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In spite of differences in the competence, objectivity and, par-

tially, the trustworthiness ratings, this apparently had no connection to

the leader's ability to maintain his status within the group since there

were no differences across conditions, in terms of leadership maintenance

ratings.- Thus we have no evidence that a leader's ability to maintain

his status is hampered by opinionated communication behavior, or that he

is aided by unopinionated communication behavi

Although not all of the credibility measures shoved clearly sig-

nificant differences, those differences found suggest that varying levels

f opinionatedness do have efrects on how group members perceive their

leaders. No differences were found in ratings of dynamism, and even though

the opinionated leaders had the largest mean ratings of the three conditions,

there is no statistical evidence that leadership opinionatedness is consis

tently related to perceptions of a leader's dynamism. The differences that

did occur were on objectivity, competence and, marginally; on trustworthess,

measures that are very close conceptually to the notion of "tin natedness.

Thus there appeared to be an additional check that the leaders were per-

cei ed as exhibiting the behavior that was, in fact, required of them.

The final dependent measure, member satisfaction, also failed to

reveal differences in the conditions of opinionated leadership. In spite

of the relative trouble that groups with opinionated leaders had generally

in trying to reach consensus, this did not seem to affect the overall

satisfaction with how the groups operated, It may, in fact be indicative

of the contemporary student's familiarity with confrontation as a form of

public discourse. He may, as a matter of course, encounter this kind of

difficulty consistently in corning to a decision among his peers and may

be generally "satisfied" with that ldnd of group process, believing it to be

the norm.



Sifel aRY

On the basis of the sample and the conditions of opinionatedness

described in this study, the following conclusions may be drawn:

(1) Both unopinionated and moderately opinionated leadership be-

havior appear to be significantly related to achievement of consensus in

umAil p y-making groups. There was, however, a tendency displayed in

the results of this study for moderately ooinionated leaders to be even

more consensus-facilitating than unoninionated leaders.

(2) Varying degrees of opinionated leadership behavior seem to

relate consistently to member impressions of the leader's credibility.

Unopinionated leaders were rated as being more eompeten t and objective

than their opinionated counterparts, and there was marginal support that

they were also seen as being more trustworthy. Moderately opinionated

leaded also appeared to be more objective and competent than their opin-

ionated counterparts.

(3) The level of leader opinionatedness does not seem to bear

a consistent relationship with leadership maintenance.

(4) The level of leader opinionatedness does not appear to

relate directly to group members' impressions of the leader's dynamism.

(5) The level loader opinionatedness does not apparently bear

a relationship to group members' impressions of their level of satisfaction

with the group process.
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deviaUon of 1.50.

19. Of these subjects, 46% were enrolled in 5121, Public Speaking,
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enrolled in 5221, Speech and Human Behavior.

20. The motivation for having the students show up for this study
varied with the instructors. Some dismissed one day of classes and
therefore required that everyone attend. Others let this substitute
as one small assignment in the class. For others, a system of extra
credit was worked out for those from their sections who attmded the
discussion groups. The students were told that the purpose of the
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more likely to contain questions, (2) statements of high opinionated-
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"Indices of Opinionated and Orienting Statements in Problem- Solving
Discussions," Speech Monographs, 38 (1970), 282-286.
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23. Chosen for the ratings were 50 statements ,,f loauers in the un-
opinionated leadership condition, L5 from the modera'6ely opinionated
condition; and 50 from the opinionated condition. The reason for
the difference in the number Of statements being rated hare was that
a tape recorder in a moderately opinionated di3cussionfailed to func-
tion properly. Thus there was no record of the leader's statements
for that particular discussion and.5 less statements in the moderately
opinionated condition to be rated.

The q value for this comparison was 2.691-and the threshold for
significance at the .05 level for this comparison ms only 2.85) so
it was very close to 171 .Q5 and not much beyond it.

25. It is interesting to note that Lumsden did not find a strong re-
lationship between credibility and leadership maintenance in her study
High agreement leaders were rated significantly higher along the ob-
jedtivity dimension of credibility; but her measures did not showtrom
to be maintaining their leadershin effectively.
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - JUDGES' RATINGS OF LEADERS' STATETZNTS

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Vlithin Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Total

SS

1745.9504

5800.5580

7546.5084

2

142

144

HS

872.9752

40.8490

21.371

Significant at the .005 level

TABLE 2
NE 4AN -IEU1S COT' ARISON OF MANS - JUDGES' RATINGS OF LEADERS' STATEMENTS

Compaq icon Xi

Opin. v. qcd. Cr in. 26.9200

Opin. v. Unopin. 26.9200

Mod. Opin. v. Unopin. 24.2(67

18.7200

18.7200

2.6533

8.2000

5.5467

q value

2.8579

9.0721 ***

5.9745 ***

(The 5 judges' ratings were combined for each statement)
** Significant at the .05 level

*** Significant at the .01 level

VOLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - CONSENSUS

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Within Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Total

SS

45.401

434.8942

480.2973

df

2

145

147

22.7015

2.9993

7.5690****

significant at the .005 level
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TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE LEADERSHIP WIIATEHANCE

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Within Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Total

SS

1.2901

492.8978

494.1879

df

2

146

148

MS

.6451

3.3760

F

.1911

TABLE 5
ANAL, IS OF VidlEANCE CaEDI9ILITY (TRUSTWORTHINESS)

SS
Between Conditions of

0inion.=dness 15.9473

ITTitbin Conditions of
Opinionntedness 396.0527

412.0000Total

7.9737

1144 2.7504

1h6

F

991*

zg .10 05

TA3LE 6
ANALYSIS OF VA1IANCI s CREDIBTUTY (COPE=V

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness 24.6168

Conditions of
Opinionatodness /426.7

Total 451.4324

siq,niacant et the .05 level

d

2

11,5

1)47

To

12.323)4

2.91433

4.1869**
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TABLE 7
i.NALYSIS OF VARIANCE - CREDIBILITY DYNANIS].:)

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Within Condit-4_0n .rq'

Opinionato

Total

SS

7.5m4

472.45e3

479.9597-.

df

2

1146

148

3.7507

3.2360

1.1590

TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - CREDIBILITY (OBJECTIVITY)

Between 6onditions of
df NS F

Opinionatedness 58.5768 2 29.2884

Within Conditions of
Opinionatedness 550 702 144 3.8200

Total 608.6531 1246

*** significant at the .005 level

TABLE 9
ANALYSIS OP VARTAME TE'iBER SAW.. FACTION

Between Conditions of
Opinionatedness

Within Conditions ©f
Opinionatedness

Total

r7o

11.7658

398.8986

410.6644

df

2

143

14 5

MS

5.8829

2.7895

2.1089



TABLE 10
NEIMAN-KEULS COMPARISON OF MEANS - CONSENSUS

Comparison
2

q value

Opin. v. Mod. opin. 4.9375 6.3125 1.3750 5.5066 ***

Opin. v. Unopin. 4.9375 5.6538 .7163 2.9272 **

Mod. .Opin. v. Unopin. 6.3125 5.6538 .6587 2.6918

4RE-

*

significant at the .01 level
significant at the .05 level
.10 p

TAM 11
NEWMN-KEULS wpm-as N OF MEANS - CREDIBILITY (TRUSTWORTHINESS )

Comparison
1 772 q value

Opin. v. Mod. Opin. 4.9583 5.1458 .1875 .7835

Opin. v. Unopin. 4.9583 5.7255 .7672 ,3.2577 *

Mod. Onin. v. Unopin. 5.1458 5.7255 .5797 2.4615 4,

.10 p

TABLE 12
NEWIRN-KEUIS CWTARISON OF JEANS - CREDIBILITY (COMPETENCE)

Comparison
X1 X q value

Opin. v. Mod. Opin. 4.6170 5.2500 .6330 2.5472 *

ODin. v. Unopin. 4.6170 5.6038 .9868 4.0709 *41

Mod. Opin. v. Unopin. 5.2500 5.6038 .3538 1.4668

** ignificant at the .65167a1
"gip.10

TABLE 13
NE'vPIAN-KEULS COTTARISON OF - CREDIBILITY (OBJECTIVITY)

Comparison xl 72 B q value
Opin. v. Mod. Opin. 3.8333 5.0851. 1.2518 4.4217

Opin. v. Unopin. 3.8333 5.2500 1.4167 5.1255 **;f

Opin. V. Unopin. 5.0851 5.2500 .1649 .5940

*** significant at the .01 level
significant at the .05 level


